Driving questions: WHERE DO TRADITIONAL GRAMMATICAL RULES COME FROM?

READING 3

TBL-A4 TEAM BASED LEARNING ACTIVITY 4
Individual and pair work activity

OUT-OF-CLASS WORK

1. Using Crystal’s text as a guide, discuss the contents of the box titled ‘Where traditional grammatical rules come from’ (page 3):
Read this extract from the lecture notes on rules of language by a University of California Professor in Linguistics (downloadable from http://www.linguistics.ucla.edu/people/schlenker/LING1-06-LN-1A.pdf), and then answer the questions on it.

To know a language is to have in principle the ability to utter and understand infinitely many new sentences. How is this possible? The key is that speakers know (a finite number of) rules, which can be applied repeatedly to produce an infinite number of sentences. All spoken language is in this sense governed by rules; in this respect there is no difference between what is considered ‘good English’ and what is considered ‘bad English’ – they each follow rules, though they may be different ones. We will distinguish two uses of the notion of ‘rule’: for prescriptive vs. for descriptive purposes. Prescriptive rules are intended to teach people how they should speak or write according to some pre-determined (arbitrary) standard. They are of dubious origin, have no linguistic justification, and have no relevance for the linguist, who is solely interested in describing and understanding the rules that speakers do in fact follow (= descriptive rules).

Question 1. How far do you think this passage expresses the personal opinion of the author and how far is an objective statement? Give reasons for your answer.

Question 2. In the sentence, ‘The key is that speakers know (a finite number of) rules, which can be applied repeatedly to produce an infinite number of sentences’, why is the word rules emphasised?
Question 3. Do you agree with the views expressed in the text? Why?

3. Read the following examples and comment on them (downloadable from [http://www.linguistics.ucla.edu/people/schlenker/LING1-06-LN-1A.pdf](http://www.linguistics.ucla.edu/people/schlenker/LING1-06-LN-1A.pdf)):

**Some Prescriptive Rules of English [C. Phillips, University of Maryland]**

(8) Don’t split infinitives!
   a. Do not say: I wanted to carefully explain to her why the decision was made.
   b. Say: I wanted to explain to her carefully why the decision was made.

(9) Don’t use double negation!
   a. Do not say: I didn’t do nothing.
   b. Say: I didn’t do anything.

(10) Don’t end a sentence with a preposition!
    a. Do not say: A preposition is not a good word to end a sentence with.
    b. Say: A preposition is not a good word with which to end a sentence.

(11) Don’t use who in place of whom!
    a. Do not say: Who did you talk to?
    b. Say: Whom did you talk to?

Some of these rules stem from an attempt to make English look like Latin. Thus in Latin an infinitive, being a single word, could never be split. But of course from this it does not follow that the same should hold of English, where ‘to explain’ is made of two words, not one.

**Descriptive grammar** has as its goal to *describe* what the native speakers of a language do (verbally) when they speak their language (the meaning of the word “grammar” as used in this course).

**Prescriptive grammar** categorizes certain language uses as acceptable or unacceptable according to a standard form of the language (the meaning of “grammar” normally intended in English classes).
An example:

Use of *slow* vs. *slowly* and similar pairs of adjectives vs. adverbs (“adjective form” here refers to the word without *–ly*, “adverb form” refers to the word with *–ly*):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptive rule</th>
<th>Prescriptive rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There is a certain overlap between the adjective and adverb classes, e.g. the adjective form <em>slow</em> may be used as either adjective or adverb. However, when the adjective form is used as an adverb, it must follow the verb, only the adverb form is allowed preceding a verb. (Adapted from Quirk, et al. <em>A Comprehensive Grammar of the English Language</em>, 1985)</td>
<td>“Use as an adjective a word which qualifies a noun. Use as an adverb a word which qualifies a verb.” (Greever &amp; Jones, <em>The Century Collegiate Handbook</em>, 1924)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You drive too <strong>slow</strong>! (conforms to descriptive account but violates prescriptive rule)</td>
<td>You drive too <strong>slowly</strong>! (conforms to both descriptive and prescriptive accounts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He <strong>slowly</strong> negotiated the curves! (conforms to both descriptive and prescriptive accounts)</td>
<td>*He <strong>slow</strong> negotiated the curves! (violates both descriptive and prescriptive accounts)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

♦ Relativity of Prescriptive Rules:

What is considered grammatically proper depends on historical circumstances that have nothing to do with purely linguistic or logical considerations. For instance, in contemporary French double negation is considered to be ‘proper’, while single negation is considered ‘sloppy’ – the opposite pattern from the one we find in English:

(12) Contemporary French                                                                                                                                                                                                 |
    |                                                                .FAILING PRESCRIPTIVE RULE.                                                                                                                                       |
    | a. Il ne mange rien                                                                                                                                                |
    | *He NOT eats nothing                                                                                                                                             |
    | ‘He doesn’t eat anything’                                                                                                                                            |
    | a. Il mange rien                                                                                                                                                    |
    | *He eats nothing                                                                                                                                                    |
    | ‘He eats nothing’                                                                                                                                                   |

‘Double negation’, or ‘negative agreement’ [also called ‘negative concord’] is a feature of BEV [Black English Vernacular], as well as other varieties of English.
4. Match the following terms with the definitions below (http://www.cus.cam.ac.uk/~cjp16/learnsupp/svdespres.pdf):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptive approach</th>
<th>Prescriptive approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GRAMMAR**

a description of a language
what native speakers know intuitively about their language
how to use language ‘well’
a set of instructions on how a language is to be used

**RULE**

an observed regularity
a principle which must be applied

**STANDARD LANGUAGE or NORM**

the language which is to be adopted in official documents and which is imposed on a group (often a nation or group of nations) through the educational system
a linguistic variant which (mainly for political and economic reasons) has come to be regarded as the variant which it is desirable to emulate

**CORRECTNESS**

acceptability to a native speaker
conformity with the standard language

---

Time spent completing this assignment:
IN-CLASS WORK

1. Give your Team Based Learning Activity 4 (TBL-A4) to a classmate and complete the Student Peer Review Activity (SPR-A4). Then, discuss your responses to the questions asked with him/her (in particular, those where your responses differ greatly).

Today I am going to do the Team Based Learning Activity with:

2. A few more examples for you to reflect upon. Working in pairs, read the following extracts (‘Incorrectness’: some examples of prescriptive rules in Spanish from http://www.cus.cam.ac.uk/~cjp16/learnsupp/svdespres.pdf) and then answer the questions below them:

Extract 1
Los adverbios modifican a los verbos, los adjetivos a otros adverbios, y sólo así deben utilizarse. Es correcto escribir ‘va deprisa’, puesto que deprisa es adverbio y modifica al verbo. Pero no ‘trabaja duro’, porque duro es adjetivo y, junto al verbo, ocupa el lugar del adverbio. Lo correcto sería ‘trabaja duramente’. (El País, 119)

1. On what basis is duro to be considered exclusively an adjective?

2. Is El País’s ‘rule’ about adjectives and adverbs appropriate? (consider vender caro / barato, caminar derecho, pasarlo soberbio, volar alto, andar rápido; also a Google search returned only 2 instances of llovía reaciamente against 283 of llovía recio).

Extract 2
Un escrito densamente poblado de gerundios resulta poco elegante...
Se debe evitar el llamado gerundio de posterioridad tal como aparece en estas oraciones: «Se cayó una casa muriendo tres personas». «Se sometió a votación la enmienda, aprobándose por unanimidad».
Este empleo es muy antiguo en la lengua, pero ha sido proscrito por los gramáticos, a partir de Andrés Bello, que lo juzgó como ‘una degradación que desluce el castellano moderno’. Al repudiarlo, pues, la norma culta, tanto en España como en Hispanoamérica, convendrá que no aparezca en los despachos. (Agencia Efe, 172)
1. How could the notion of *elegante* be objectively defined?

2. Why is the repetition of a word or form ‘bad’?

3. Why has the *gerundio de posteridad* been ‘proscribed’?

4. Who uses the *norma culta*?

---

**Extract 3**

*Bien le puedes enbiar; bien puedes enbiarte; no las fatigues; no me lo digas, se dize propiamente: enpero Bien puedes enuiar; no fatigheslas; no me digaslo; no digasme, ni no digaslome, no se puede dezir, como ni tanpoco lo que dizen algunos inadvertidos o no Castellanos, comenzando por estos enclíticos la razon: te vas? me voi, se va, que es intolerable, sino como es el uso proprio: vaste? voime, vase, vanse; quede esto advertido para todos. (Gonzalo Correas, *Arte de la lengua española castellana*, 1625)*

1. Today, *¿te vas?*, etc., are standard and regarded as ‘correct’. *¿Vaste?*, etc., though still used in some regions (e.g. the north of Spain), are considered old-fashioned. How did *¿te vas?*, etc., become ‘correct’?
FINAL REFLECTIVE QUESTION: WHAT DID WE LEARN THIS WEEK?

Working in pairs, give an answer, as comprehensive as possible, to the driving question for this week: Where do traditional grammatical rules come from?